MACHINE LEARNING:

Where next for Machine Learning?
Artificial intelligence (AI), fuelled by machine learning from
data, will undoubtedly accelerate engineering achievements
for many years to come. At Drive System Design (DSD),
we continually look for opportunities to leverage new
technologies, so have been exploring ways in which machine
learning could shorten development cycles, reduce costs and
improve product performance. In this, the final part of the
series, we consider how machine learning is most likely to
benefit our customers in the future.
So, where next?
Machine learning is hungry for data. In the immediate future
one of our goals is to continue to improve our data acquisition
and management techniques to ensure timely availability
of sufficient quantities of good quality data for a given
application. DSD is not unique in this quest; much of our
industry is doing the same.
What sets DSD apart is that, while most organizations
are applying the technology to improve performance and
functionality of products themselves, we have a twin-track
approach in which we are also exploring its potential to
improve the engineering design and development process as a
whole.
Machine learning modelling based on data does not replace
the conventional physics-based approach; the two can be
highly effective as complementary techniques. Developing ‘first
time capable’ products in the shortest possible time requires
a combination of the two. Machine learning offers the biggest
potential benefits in those areas that are most challenging to
model with conventional physics-based tools, such as nonlinear systems, that involve heat transfer, frictional dynamics or
changes of state. It also makes the best possible use of preexisting data.

Machine Learning: Classification of different
behaviors by different classifiers

Looking ahead, one of the most exciting applications of machine learning could be in the modelling of control
systems and the potential to implement feed-forward control to deliver higher performance at lower cost than
conventional closed loop systems. Closed loop control, by definition, operates in an error condition most of the
time and its response performance is constrained by the inherent system characteristics, measurement accuracy
and the quality of control systems tuning.
A machine learning-based model, of sufficient accuracy and reliability, could overcome these limitations
once trained by appropriate data, and use feed forward control to speed up response without costly physical
improvements to the system elements or intensive tuning exercises. While today’s most sophisticated control
systems already use a combination of closed loop and feed-forward techniques, machine learning could allow the
same system to be taught by experience and improve its performance over time to levels previously unattainable.
Full feed forward control would greatly reduce the system calibration workload and shorten overall development
timescales. It also has the potential to extend system performance limits for a given hardware specification by
identifying and preventing operation in specific regions liable to instability or other undesirable behaviour.

What have we discovered?
The key to this approach is the creation of a model
which characterizes the system comprehensively and
with sufficient accuracy. Initial work to demonstrate this
is already underway at DSD and outcomes will be shared
in a future research paper.
Ultimately, machine learning is just another element in an
engineer’s toolbox and the key is how and where to use
it. Here are our top three guidelines:
Data hungry
Without data, machine learning simply isn’t possible.
However, the quantity is not as important as the quality.
If the model is fed sub-par data expect sub-par results.
A lot of resource is spent obtaining data throughout
development and testing, machine learning enables you
to improve your return on investment.
Location, location, location
Choosing where machine learning is to be applied is a
fundamental decision. In our experience, most benefit
is seen in situations where the physics aren’t straight
forward, such as heat transfer, or non-linear hydraulic
systems for example. This is where the predictive nature
of machine learning can make a big difference.
Reduce the cost of gathering and measuring data
In certain circumstances measuring particular data can
be expensive and time consuming. Machine learning
enables you to measure it once and learn its relationship
to more easily measured parameters.
This can also reduce the use of more expensive sensors
in the final product. The data collected in the field from
a product in production is being used in a wide variety
of conditions and environments. This data can be used
to more thoroughly validate (or invalidate) your product
through a broader set of requirements than you could
have before.

Follow the latest research from Drive System Design
Drive System Design is one of the world’s most trusted specialists in the accelerated development of electrified
driveline and transmission systems. Our engineers are experienced in all key phases of production programs,
from strategy to launch and beyond, working in partnership with our clients to deliver highly integrated
technologies that combine light weight and compact architectures with refinement, high efficiency and
confidence.
In-house R&D allows DSD to identify and develop new ways of maximising driveline efficiency, new tools for
accelerating product development, and new areas of value for automotive, commercial, off-highway, defence
and aerospace applications. Our specialists attend many of the major conferences and look forward to meeting
you.

Read more recent research and sign up for our
research newsletter here and follow us on
Linkedin.
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